Utilization of processed animal byproducts as a raw material to develop shelf-stable and cost effective pet food
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Abstract
The demand for pet food is increasing at a robust pace due to the gaining momentum and increasing pet population. The rising cost of commercial pet food has become a matter of concern. Therefore it is the need of hour to develop cost effective along with quality nutritive pet food, which can be achieved by utilization of various animal by-products. It has been proclaimed that slaughter house by-products are traditionally being fed to animals and pets. Various by-products have been attempted in different type of pet foods and feeding other animals besides pet dogs, since these by-products are rich in protein, fats, vitamins and minerals. Therefore this review reflects the use of various processed by-products in pet food products with respect to their nutritive and functional properties.
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1. Introduction
The registered pet dog population has recorded a magnificent growth and still found to be increasing worldwide. According to Statistic report, there are 471 million pet dogs worldwide in 2018. According to industry estimates, at present there are over 31 million pets in India, with a growth rate of approximately 11%, implying an addition of almost 3 million pets per year. The ever increasing pet dog population and increase in its adoption is mainly due to steady rise in nuclear family, rapid urbanization, increasing theft, need for a companionship and rapid increase in pet humanization. Now-a-days pet dogs are treated not less than a member of their family and due cares are given with regards to their diet, health and well-beings. The concept of per owner has now changed to the term ‘pet parents’. The pet food market in terms of pet type has been segmented into dog food, cat food, and others. The dog food segment holds the largest market share in pet food market in India. Pet food industry is gaining momentum at a robust pace around the world, mainly due to better economy of the per owners, increasing urbanization, influence of media and awareness of the owners about nutritionally balanced pet food. Since last two decades pet owners are started shifting from conventional feeding of home food to commercially prepared pet foods, which are generally perceived to be more nutritious, convenience and more palatable. Moreover home-made pet foods are often crudely balanced and are mostly deficient in protein, energy, calcium, phosphorus, vitamins and micro-minerals moreover they may not achieve satisfactory palatability, digestibility or safety as required for a dog (Pattanaik, 2011) [30]. As per as Statista Market report the global market revenue in the pet food segment amounts to US$147.30 bn in 2023, and the market is expected to grow annually by 11.11% (CAGR 2023-2027). As per as Indian Market Research Report, Indian dog food market size reached US$ 2.4 bn in 2022 and is expected to reach US$ 3.5 bn by 2028, exhibiting a growth rate (CAGR) of 6.1% during 2023-2028. Though the demand for pet food is increasing at a robust phase, there is much concern among pet owners with regards to rising cost and quality of pet food available in the market. Many studies and reports have already described on the uses of animal by-products as pet food, fish and poultry feeds. However the Indian pet food industry is more of cereals based and less based on animal by-products. This result in pet’s competing with humans for grains and cereals which can be easily replaced by slaughter house by-products.
Therefore, with this review an attempt has been made to focus on research work and highlights the potentiality and substitution of processed animal by-products like meat-cum-bone meal, rendered fat, blood meal and gelatine in preparation commercial pet food, thereby reducing the environment pollution results from animal slaughter house wastes and increasing profit from per unit animal.

1.1 Pet food and its different types
The term ‘Pet food’ simply means commercially available animal feeds intended for consumption by pets, usually specific to the type of animal, such as dog food or cat food. However, the overall pet food industry also caters to other species like birds, fish, reptiles and rodents besides cats and dogs (Miller, 1996; Boermans and Leung, 2007) [25, 9]. Depending upon the processing methods applied, ingredients used and moisture content in the pet food, it may be broadly classified into dry type, semi moist type and moist type (Case et al., 1998) [7]. Harlow (1997) [10] classified pet foods based on ingredients used, cost of production and overall quality such as premium and super-premium, basic nutrition and economy, vegetarian, homemade, and therapeutic (veterinary) diets. As per National Research Council (2006) [26] dry type pet food should contain moisture 6-10 per cent, fat 7-20 per cent, protein 16-30 per cent, carbohydrate 41-70 per cent and energy 2800-4050 Kcal ME/kg feed. The moisture content of semi-moist pet foods has an intermediate water content of 25-35 per cent and a moist food varies from 60 to more than 87 per cent.

1.2 Pet food ingredients
Carbohydrates form the major energy containing components of plants. Besides being energy supplement they also helps in proper gastrointestinal tract functioning. Carbohydrate ingredients improve the physical characteristics for effective processing of pet foods. A soft crumb dry pet food can be prepared by mixing ingredients with high starch content or cereals grain and flavor ingredients like meat scrap, hydrolyzed protein and other fibrous ingredients. (Miller and Hansen, 1975) [24], Funaba et al. (2002) [13] stated that dry type commercial pet food usually contains good amount of cereal ingredients, because of their lower cost and it can be used as a source of starch during processing by extrusion process. Protein in the diet provides both essential and non-essential amino acids. Protein ingredients contain more than 20 per cent protein. The palatability and acceptability is enhanced by them. Canine species like dog prefer animal tissues to vegetables in food; therefore it is advantageous to add an animal protein source to the formulation. Protein ingredients also provide structural integrity to food. Fat is another important component pet food. They supply the essential fatty acids (EFAs), which helps in maintaining structural integrity of cell membranes and also plays a vital role in maintaining normal skin structure and function. Fat ingredients commonly used are animal fats (lard, tallow, poultry fat) and various types of vegetable oils (soybean, sunflower and corn) etc. Fat ingredients are extremely efficient in delivering energy, flavour enhancement and they serve as carriers for fat-soluble vitamins. Contribution of energy (calorie) by fat is 2.25 times higher than that contributed by either carbohydrates or protein. Rendered fat and oil like tallow, lard, and poultry fats provide a supplementary energy source, improves flavour, texture and nutrients quality in pet foods (Aldrich et al., 2006) [2].

1.3 Practical importance of processed animal by-products (rendered ingredients)
Meat by-products are produced by slaughterhouses, meat processors, wholesalers and rendering plants, however processed animal by-products may include secondary by-products like meat-cum-bone meal, rendered fat, blood meal, bone meal, blood meal and gelatine. Meat-cum-bone meal (MCBM) is composed of meat residues, organ meat, bone, associated fat and to some extent, hair and blood. There is no fixed ratio among these components used by manufacturers; hence the resulting products may vary in chemical composition and nutritive quality (Sibbald, 1986) [9]. Generally MCBM contains more than 55% protein, moisture 3-5% and phosphorous more than 4.5%. Meat meal (Protein more than 55%, moisture 7%, crude fat 8% and phosphorous 4.5%), Bone meal (Protein 7%, calcium 32.5%, phosphorous 15% and moisture 7%) and Blood meal (Protein more than 80% ad moisture 10-12%) respectively. Tallow has shown benefit to “olfactory acuity scores”. Tallow requires less antioxidant to achieve shelf stability as it is more stable compare to other less saturated fat. Tallow also acts as a potent natural element to fight against cancer due to presence of conjugated linoleic acid (Allom et al., 2003) [3]. The owner’s preference, physical attributes (odour, colour and appearance) and palatability attributes by dogs towards the pet food was extremely enhanced by incorporation of MCBM and rendered fat (Dust et al., 2005, Kurthik, 2007 and Pame et al., 2016) [10, 17, 28]. The texture profile (hardness, fracturability and gumminess) significantly reduced with addition of MCBM and rendered fat when compared with control (without MCBM and rendered fat). The addition of rendered fat results in weaker solid matrix due to lesser interaction of the fat with other ingredients and higher water binding by addition of MCBM (Pame et al., 2016) [28]. The fat generally modifies the textural characteristics by interacting with the other ingredients of the food to develop a soft and smooth mouth feel (Giese, 1996) [14]. Addition of slaughter house by-products in the form of rendered fat, MCBM and blood meal significantly increase the protein, fat and ash per cent in the pet foods (Urling et al., 1993 and Rana Raj, 2006) [42, 37]. MCBM contains approximately 50 per cent protein and a good source of animal-based protein and can be used to improve the nutritional quality of pet foods (Parsons et al., 1997) [29]. Traditionally by-products from animal slaughter house have served as rich source of protein, mineral and many vitamins for all the pet animals (Regland et al., 1998) [59]. Utilization of blood and plasma protein as high quality ingredients in farm animal feed and pet food is significantly increasing due to their nutritional and health benefits (Drepper and Drepper, 1979; Cozzi et al., 1995; Ockerman and Hansen, 2000; Lawrence et al., 2004; Polo et al., 2004) [9, 8, 27, 20, 34]. Spray-dried blood plasma significantly enhance the texture by improving cohesion between the different ingredients in the recipe due to its excellent water binding and emulsifying capacity, when used in loaf, chunk, and pouch type pet foods. Besides increase in palatability, it is also highly preferred by carnivores like cats and dogs (Polo et al., 2005; Polo et al., 2007) [35-36].

1.4 Processed animal by-products (rendered ingredients): safety concern and its influence on pet food
Rendering is one of the earliest forms of recycling and it is one of the best methods for processing slaughter house by-products for preparation of processed/secondary by-products.
The primary product resulting from the rendering process is meat cum bone meal and rendered fats. (Meeker and Hamilton, 2006) [22]. As per Persmers and Toregrand (1971) [23] copper and iron are the strongest and notable pro-oxidants present in rendered materials. They produce apparent oxidative effect even at low concentrations of 0.005 and 0.03 ppm respectively (Marflec and Bulinski, 1997) [24]. Rendering process is carried out for an average of 40 min or more at temperatures range between 115 to 146 °C which results in the destruction of most of the pathogenic bacteria (Troutt et al., 2001) [41]. Without rendering, unprocessed animal by-products will accumulate there by increasing the cost of disposal and pose a serious potential hazard to animal and human health. Use as feed ingredients is the most important and valuable use of animal by-products (Meeker and Hamilton 2006) [22]. Rana Raj (2006) [25] studied the effect of irradiation on dog biscuits developed using meat-cum-bone meal, bovine blood and rendered fat and observed that dog biscuits containing 10% moisture level and irradiated at 4 K Gy had better keeping quality of more than 180 days. The use of processed whole blood and blood-derived proteins as ingredients in animal feed and human food chain poses only a minimal food safety threat in terms transmission of transmissible spongiform encephalopathy and exposure to blood allergens and blood-borne pathogens (Jack A., et al., 2014) [36]. So far transmissions of prion particles were detected in blood only when the animals had been exposed to the infectious agent through transfusion or intracerebral route. PrPSc have not been detected in any of blood samples, where animals were exposed orally to the infectious agent (Middleton and Barlow, 1993; Wells et al., 1998; Brown et al., 2000; Espinosa et al., 2007) [25, 43, 6, 12].

1.5 Market potential and opportunities
Kartik et al., (2010) [18] prepared pet food (whole meal) with good nutritive quality and palatability for dogs incorporating 10-20 per cent spent hen meal which can be stored safely up to 45 days at room temperature. Pet food with good acceptability to dogs was prepared by incorporation of 35% poultry by-product meal viz. chicken head and feet and 10% cruciferous vegetable by-product meal using minimum low cost equipment and simple easily adoptable technique with Rs.70/kg as cost of production against the present cost of commercially available pet food (whole meal) as Rs. 160 to 550/kg., thereby exhibiting its good market potential (Brindha, N. and Rao, V.A. 2017) [5]. Pame, K. et al., (2016) [26] developed dry type pet kibble by incorporation of meat-cum-bone meal at 20 per cent and rendered fat at 5 per cent levels which enhanced over all palatability attributes, intake ratio, improved owners preferences. The nutritional profiles were in line with AAFCO, 2007 recommendation for adult dogs for maintenance purpose. The developed pet kibbles were highly acceptable even on 60th days of storage at room temperature with a cost of production of 170/kg. Rani et al. (2011) [38] obtained lower cost of production and observed higher palatability on dogs and better owner’s preference besides improvement in odour, colour and appearance on shelf stable pet food prepared by incorporating MCBM and ghee residue. The inclusion of tripe powder at 5 per cent level significantly improved the intake and nutrient qualities of the pet pasta with a cost of production of Rs 153.46/kg, which is an indication of good market potential (Yazhinidevi., et al., 2022) [44]. Poultry protein meals contain high quality protein and popularly used in pet food. The pet food industry used about 23 per cent of the rendered poultry meal produced every year (Pearl 2003) [31]. The melting point and fatty acid composition of fat are an important factor for the production of a high quality feed pellet. A firm pellet leads to higher production. Feeding animal fat reduce feed costs, improves feed performance and result in higher return on animal by-products. (Petz, 2003) [35]. Kerasote (2013) [19] stated that ‘Without rendering process and allied industries, there would be no modern meat industry, because the leftovers of slaughterhouses would inundate landfills and create an enormous health hazard, as billion tons of organic waste rotted. Instead, rendering process recycles these wastes into valuable products’. The use of rendered component as source of phosphorus in pet foods plays an important role in sustainability of pet food industry, because phosphate rock is non-renewable source and is running out worldwide (Edwards, 2013) [11].

2. Conclusion
Utilization of processed animal by-products in the form of MCBM, rendered fat, and processed blood offers highly nutritious, enhanced over all palatability attributes, improved owners preferences and lower the cost of production. Thus pet food manufacturing has good potential to capture market as these pet foods are convenience and highly acceptable by both pets and pet owners and may create self-employment opportunities for youths. Utilization of animal by-products for the preparation of pet food will also alleviates the environmental pollution problems besides gaining better return per unit animals.
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